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Ì8N  xgxÛW4  gᕌ3g4  ᓄNᕕᐅᑉ 

ᐅᕕᒐ3gq8ᓄ5. xuh5 ᐅᕕᒐ3ᑑᒪᑕ 

Wᔪ8Nᓂᖃ3hᑎ4 ᑲᐃᓪᓗg3ᑕᐅᒋxᖃ3ᒪᑕ 

Wᔪᒪᔭq8ᓄ5 ᑎᑭᐅᑎᑎᒐhx3ᓗᒋ5. 

ᖃᕝᕙᕆx3ᑎᓯ5ᓴᓚᐅᕈ5ᑕ ᐃᓕ8ᓂ4 

Wᓪᓚᕆᐅᒐᕕ5. ᐅᖃᐅᑎᒍᒪ5hᒋᓪᓗ 

ᐅᑉWᕈhᕋ5ᑕ ᐃᓕ8ᓂ4. ᖃᐅᔨᒪ5hᑕᓗ 

ᐃᑲᔪ3ᓯᒍ8Nᓂ3ᓃᕕ5 ᓄNᓕ7u4; 

W5ᔪᑎᖃ3hᑎ5 xᑑᑎᖃ3hᑎ5 ᑕᒫᓃᒐᕕ5.

Nᑯ3ᒦᓗ ᕗx ᓵ ᓵ, uᑭ ᑎᑳᓗ, 

x7ᒪᓗ ᓴᔨᑕ ᕗᐃ8, WNhx3ᓯᒪᔭq5ᑕ 

ᐃᓚq8ᓂ xg3ᑎᑕᐅᒍ8Nᓚᐅᕋ5ᑕ.

This booklet is dedicated to the youth 

of Nunavik. There are so many young 

people who have a lot of potential and 

who just need a little guidance to fulfill 

their dreams. So, in hope of giving a 

light to that special person, YOU, we are 

pleased to tell you that we believe in 

you. We know that you can do so much 

for your community; you are here for a 

reason. 

Thanks to Waa Zah Zaa, Mickey De Carlo 

and Sajeda Win, whose resources were 

adapted in this booklet.

INTRODUCTION gᑭᓯᒋx3ᑎᓯᐅᑎ4
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TELL US MORE ABOUT 
YOURSELF…
ᐅᖃᐅᑎᒋxᓪᓚᓚᐅ3ᑎᒍ5  
ᑭNᐅᓂ3ᓃᕕ5…

Favourite person / ᐃᓅᖃᑎ8ᓈ5: 

What makes you happy / 
hN  xᓕx5ᑎᓯᓲᒍᕙ  ᐃᓕ8ᓂ4: 

What is your favourite food / 
hN  ᓂᕿ8ᓈ5: 

What kind of sports do you like to play /  
hN  W1axᕈᓯ4  xᓕxᒋᓂ3ᐹ5: 

How much sleep do you need to enjoy 
your day / ᖃzᓪᓗxᑎᒋ4 ᓯᓂᓯᒪᕆxᖃ3W5 
ᐅᓪᓗᓯᐅᑦᓯᐊᕈᒪᑐᐊᒍᕕᑦ: 

Do you care about your health / 
ᑎuᑉW5 ᖃᓄᐃᖕᖏᓯᐊᕆᐊᖃᕐᓂᖓᓂᑦ   
ᑲᒪ5ᓯxW5 5: 

Do you like yourself / ᐃ7uᓃ4 x ᓕxᒋᔭᖃ3W5: 

Do you smoke cigarettes / ᓰᑲᔨxᓲᒍᕕ5: 

What is the thing you like the most in your 
community / hN  xᓕxᒋᓂ3ᐹ5  ᓄᓇᓕᕐᓃᕕ5: 

Would you be friends with yourself / 
ᐃᓚ8ᓈᒋᒐᔭ3ᖀ5  ᐃ7uᓂ4: 

Where is the place you really want to see /  
Nᒧ1zᕈᒪᒐᔭ3ᕿ5: 

If you were told to find one job, what would it be /  
ᐅᖃᐅᑎᔭᐅᒍᕕ5  WNhᒐ5ᓯᐅᖁᔭᓗᑎ5 
x ᑕᐅᓯ3u4, hNᐅᒐᔭ3ᖃ : 

What is your goal in life / 
hNu4  gᕌᒐᖃ3W5  ᐃᓅᓯ3u: 

Who is the person you really want to help / 
ᑭN  ᐃᑲᔪᒍᒪᓂ3ᐹ5: 

Your name / xᑏ5: 

Age / ᐅᑭᐅᑎ5: 

Favourite colour / ᑕᐅ5gᖅ  Wᐅᒋᓂ3ᐹ5: 
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MY PERSONAL CONTRACT
N7uᓂ4 xqᕈᑎᒐ

I  
acknowledge that I am going to take responsibility 
for my own life. This means that if I start to feel 
uncomfortable, have questions, or feel emotional 
I will at any point in time I will reach out and talk to 
someone. 

 ➔ I will learn to recognize the positive aspects 
of life. 

 ➔ I will start to appreciate these good things 
and write them down in my journal. 

 ➔ I will do something once a day that makes 
ME happy. 

 ➔ I promise to take care of myself and keep 
myself safe, because I am important, worthy 
and unique. 

 ➔ I will show the world what I have. 

 ➔ I am here for a reason. 

 ➔ I will make the rest of my life, the best 
of my life.

Signature: 

ᐅᕙz  
ᐃᓕᑕ3ᓯᕗz  N7uᓂ4  Wᔭ5ᓴᑲ ᓂ4 
ᑲᒪᒋxᖃᕋᒪ  ᐃᓅᓯ3ᓂ. ᑕᒐ ᐃh3ᕆᓯxᒍ8Nᐃᕈᒪ , 
xW3ᓲᑎ5ᓴᖃᒍᒪ , ᐃhᒪᔮᓕᒍᒪᓘ8ᓃ5 
ᖃzgᐃ8Nᓯxᖅ ᐃᑲᔪ3ᑎᓴ5ᓯᐅᖃ5ᑕᓚzᕗz 
x7ᒪᓗ ᐅᖄᕕ5ᓴᓯᐅ3ᓗz .

 ➔ ᐃᓕ5ᓯᓚzᕗz ᐃᓕᑕ3ᓯᒋᐅ3ᓴᓗz 
ᐃᓅᓯ3u4 Wᐅᔪ3ᑕᖃᒋxz .

 ➔ ᐅWᒍhᖃ5ᑕᓚzᓕ3ᖁz Ì4ᑯ ᓂz Wᐅᔪᓂ4 
xᓪᓚᓗᒋᓪᓗ ᖃᐅᑕᒫ5ᓯᐅᑎᒐᓄ5.

 ➔ ᖃᐅᑕᒫ5 hNgᐃ8Nu4 x ᓕxᒋᔭᕋᓂ4 
WNhxᖃ5ᑕᓚzᕗz .

 ➔ hᓕᕗz ᐃ7uᓂ4 ᑲᒪ5ᓯxᓚzᒐᒪ 
x5ᑕᓀ5g ᒦ5ᓯxᓗz , Wᓪᓚᕆᐅᕋᒪ , 
x8ᓂN3hzᓗ x5ᔨᐅq5ᑑᕋᒪ .

 ➔ ᓯᓚ3ᔪxᒧ5 ᑕᑯᔭᐅᑎ5ᓯᓚzᕗz Wᔪ8Nᓂᕋᓂ4.

 ➔ W5ᔪᑎᖃ3hz ᑕᒫᓃᒐᒪ .

 ➔ ᐃᓅᓯᕋ ᓈ1qᓂᓕᒫzᓂ, 
xᓕxN3ᓂᐸᐅᑎᒋxᓯᔭᕋ.

xᑎᓕᐅ3ᕕ4



Realize that time is limited and challenge yourself to live each day to the fullest. What is a way you can 
live your life to the fullest today? 
ᖃᐅᔨᒪᒋ5  Wᕕ5ᓴᑭ5ᑑ ᒪ5  x7ᒪᓗ  xᔪᐃ8Nᓗᑎ5  ᐃᓅ5ᓯxᕈ8Nᕕᓕᒫ4ᑯ5. ᖃᓄᐃᓘ3ᓗᑎ5 
ᐃᓅ5ᓯxᕈ8NW5 ᐅᓪᓗᒥ?

Yesterday is history, tomorrow 
is a mystery, but today is a gift. 

That is why it is called the present.

ᐃᑉᐸᓴᐅᓚᐅ3g4  xᓂᒍ3g4, 
ᖃᐅᑉᐸᐅ 3̃g4  ᖃᐅᔨᒪN1qgᖅ, 
ᑭᓯxᓂ  ᐅᓪᓗu gᓂ3ᕈᓯxᕗ5 

ᐅᓪᓗᖅ. ᐅW8Nᒐᓂ  
ᐅᓪᓗu  ᑌᔭ4.

“

”
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SUCCESS JOURNAL
N7uᓂ4 ᐃᑉWᓂx3ᓂᓂ xᓪᓚᕕ5ᓴᖅ

Something I did well today… 
WNhx5ᓯxᑫ8Nᑕᒐ ᐅᓪᓗu…

Today I had fun when…. 
x ᓕxᑫ8Nᖁz ᐃᒣᓘ3hz…

I felt proud when… 
ᐃᑉWᓂxᑫ8Nᖁz ᐅWᒍh8ᓂu4 
ᐃᒣᓘ3hz…

Today I accomplished… 
Wᐅᔪu4 WNhxᑫ8Nᖁz 
(ᐅNᓗ ,xᕙᓂ, ᐃᒣ5g u4 xg3hz)…

I had a positive experience with (a person, 
place or thing)…. 
ᐱᐅᔪᒥᒃ ᐱᓇᓱᐊᑫᓐᓇᖁᖓ (ᐅᓇᓗ,ᐊᕙᓂ, 
ᐃᒣᑦᑐᒥᒃ ᐊᑐᕐᓱᖓ)…

Something I did for someone… 
Wᒍ5ᔨᑫ8Nᖁz ᐃ5huz ᐃᒣᓘ3hz…

I felt good about myself when… 
x ᓕxᑫ8Nᖁz ᐃ7uᓂ4 ᐃᒣᓘᓕᒐᒪ…

I was proud of someone else when…. 
ᐅᐱᒍᓱᑫᓐᓇᖁᖓ ᐃᑦᓱᒥᖓ ᐃᓄᒻᒥᒃ 
ᐃᒣᓘᕐᑎᓗᒍ…

Today was interesting because… 
x ᓕxN3gaxᒍᑫ8Ngᖅ ᐃᒣᓘᑫ8Nᒐᒪ…

MONDAY / xᓪᓕᕇ3g 5

TUESDAY / ᐁᑉWg5

WEDNESDAY / Wz5ᓯg5
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I felt proud when… 
ᐃᑉWᓂxᑫ8Nᖁz ᐅWᒍh8ᓂu4 
ᐃᒣᓘ3hz…

A positive thing I saw... 
Wᐅᔪu4 ᑕᑯ8Nᑫ8Nᖁz ᐃᒣ5g u4…

Today I accomplished… 
Wᔭᕇᑫ8Nᖁz ᐃᒣ5g u4…

Something I did well today… 
WNhx5ᓯxᑫ8Nᑕᒐ ᐅᓪᓗu…

I had a positive experience with (a person, 
place or thing)… 
ᐱᐅᔪᒥᒃ ᐱᓇᓱᐊᑫᓐᓇᖁᖓ (ᐅᓇᓗ,ᐊᕙᓂ, 
ᐃᒣᑦᑐᒥᒃ ᐊᑐᕐᓱᖓ)…

I was proud of someone when… 
ᐅWᒍhᑫ8Nᖁz ᐃ5huz ᐃᓄ7u4 
ᐃᒣᓘ3ᑎᓗᒍ…

I felt good about myself when… 
ᐊᓕᐊᑫᓐᓇᖁᖓ ᐃᒻᒥᓂᒃ ᐃᒣᓘᓕᒐᒪ …

I was proud of someone else when…. 
ᐅᐱᒍᓱᑫᓐᓇᖁᖓ ᐃᑦᓱᒥᖓ ᐃᓄᒻᒥᒃ 
ᐃᒣᓘᕐᑎᓗᒍ...

Today was interesting because… 
ᐊᓕᐊᓇᕐᑐᖑᐊᒍᑫᓐᓇᑐᖅ ᐃᒣᓘᑫᓐᓇᒐᒪ…

THURSDAY / ᓯᑕᒻᒥᑐᑦ

FRIDAY / ᓂᕿ5ᓯg5

SATURDAY / xᓪᓕqhz3g5
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Malaiya Ittukallak

A positive thing I saw… 
Wᐅᔪu4 ᑕᑯ8Nᑫ8Nᖁz ᐃᒣ5g u4…

Today was interesting because... 
x ᓕxN3gaxᒍᑫ8Ngᖅ ᐃᒣᓘᑫ8Nᒐᒪ…

I felt proud when… 
ᐃᑉᐱᓂᐊᑫᓐᓇᖁᖓ ᐅᐱᒍᓱᓐᓂᒥᒃ ᐃᒣᓘᕐᓱᖓ…

SUNDAY / xᓪᓕg5

source: www.therapistaid.com
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Remind yourself that you are beautiful exactly the way you are. 
ᐃ3ᖃᐃᑎᖃ5ᑕᓚzᕗᑎ5  Wᐅᔫᕇᒐᕕ5.

Life is beautiful… 
You are worthy of it.

ᐃᓅᓯᖅ  Wᐅᔫᕗᖅ… 
ᐃᓚᐅᕕᒋᒍ8Nᓯx3ᑌ5.

“

”
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Name 

3 words that describe you 

Lover of 

Who is able to

Who feels

Who wonders

Who fears

Who would like to

Who dreams

xᑎᕋ

ᑭNᐅᓂ3ᓃᕕ5 Nᓗᓀ3ᓯᔪ5 ᐅᖃᐅᓰ5 Wzh5

Nᓪᓕᒋᔭz

ᐃᒣᓘᒍ8Ngᖅ

ᐃᒣ5g u4 ᐃᑉWᓂx3g 4

ᐃhᒪᐅᒐᓲ4 ᒪg uz

ᓴWᒋᔭᓕ4 ᐃᒣ5g u4

ᐃᒣᓘᕈᒪᔪ4

Wᔪᒪᔭᓕ4 ᐃᒣ5g u4

POEM ABOUT ME
N7uᓂ4 ᑭNᐅᓂᒐᓂ4 ᐅᓂ4ᑲᐅᓯ 5ᓴᒐ
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Do something unexpected and out of character today. Free yourself. 
xᑑᑎᒋ5  ᐅᓪᓗu  ᐃhᒪN1qgu4  x7ᒪᓗ  xᔪᕆ8ᓂgx3ᓃᕕᐅ1qgᖅ. 
ᐃhᒣ8Nᕿᓚᐅᕆ5.

Each morning, we are born 
again. What we do today 

is what matters most

ᐅᓪ˜ᑕᒫ5, ᐃᓄ1aᕆxᓪᓚᓲᒍᕗᒍ5. 
ᐅᓪᓗu Wᓂx3ᓂᕗ5 Ì8Ngxᖅ 

Wᓪᓚᕆᐅᕗᖅ.
- Buddha

“

”
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TRY EVERYTHING BY SHAKIRA

I messed up tonight 
I lost another fight 
I still mess up but I just start again       
I keep falling down                  
I keep on hitting the ground     
I always get up now to see what’s next  
Birds don’t just fly  
They fall down and get up  
Nobody learns without getting it wrong

***I won’t give up, no I won’t give in       
Till I reach the end 
And then I’ll start again  
Though I’m on the lead        
I wanna try everything          
I wanna try even though I could fail  
I won’t give up, no I won’t give in  
Till I reach the end  
And then I’ll start again  
No I won’t leave  
I wanna try everything  
I wanna try even though I could fail

Oh oh try everything

Look how far you’ve come  
You filled your heart with love  
Baby you’ve done enough that cut your breath 
Don’t beat yourself up  
Don’t need to run so fast  
Sometimes we come last but we did our best

***Chorus

I’ll keep on making those new mistakes  
I’ll keep on making them every day  
Those new mistakes

Oh oh try everything
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h4ᑯxᕿᑫ8Nᖁz ᐅ8ᓄ4                                 
ᓵᓚᐅᓕᕇᑫ8Nᕆᕗz ᐹᔭᕋᓄ5                            
h4ᑯxᕿᖃᑌᓈ3hz ᑭᓯxᓂ 
Wᒋx5ᓯxᕆxᓪᓚᓚzᕗz                
ᐹᓪᓚᑲ5ᑕq8Nᓕᒫ3ᐳz                               
g3ᕈxᑲ5ᑕq8Nᓕᒫ3ᐳz                            
ᒪᑭ5ᓭN3ᐸhz ᑕᑯᒍᒪᒧ5 ᓯᕗᓂᒐᓃ5gu4                               
ᖁᐸᓄx5 ᖃz5ᑌNᓕᒫᓲᒍ1qᓚ5                            
ᑲᑕᓲᒍ7uᔪ5 ᒪᑭᓚz7uhᑎ5                              
ᐃᓕ5ᓯᔪᖃᓲᒍ1qᓚᖅ  ᑕ7ᒪgᖃ1qᓂᓕᒫuᓂ

***ᓴW3ᕆxᓂx1qgz, ᓵᓚᐅᓂᐅᔭ1qgz                                                                                                    
ᐃhxᓄ5 ᑎᑭᐅᑎ1qᓂᓕᒫᒐᓂ                                                                                                                                      
ᑌᒪ Wᒋx5ᓯxᕆxᓪᓚᓂxᓕᕋᒪ                                                                                                             
ᓯᕗᓕᒐᓗx3hz

hNᓕᒫᓂ4 ᐆ5gᕋᒍᒪᕗz                                                                                                                                         
ᐆ5gᕋᒍᒪᕗz hᓚzᔫᔮ1qᑲᓗxᒍᒪ                                                                                      
ᓴW3ᕆxᓂx1qgz, ᓵᓚᐅᓂᐅᔭ1qgz                                                                                                        
ᐃhxᓄ5 ᑎᑭᐅᑎ1qᓂᓕᒫᒐᓂ                                                                                                                              
ᑌᒪ Wᒋx5ᓯxᕆxᓪᓚᓂxᓕᕋᒪ                                                                                                                           
ᓅᓂᐅᔭ1qgz                                                                                                                                         
hNᓕᒫᓂ4 ᐆ5gᕋᒍᒪᕗz                                                                                                                                      
ᐆ5gᕋᒍᒪᕗz hᓚzᔫᔮ1qᑲᓗxᒍᒪ

ᐆ5gᒐ3ᓂ ᐃᓘ8ᓀ ᓂ4 ᐃ1qᕈᓯᓕxᕕᓂz 
ᓴᑭxᔭᐅᑉ 

ᐆ ᐆ ᐆ5gᒐ3ᓂ ᐃᓘ8ᓀᓂ4

ᑕᑯᓚᐅᕆᓪᓕ ᑕᒪᐅᖔᓗ4 ᑎᑭᐅᑎᓯᒪᓕ3gᑎ5 
Nᓪᓕᓂ3uᓗ ᑕᑕ5hᒍ  ᐆ7ᒪᑏ5                                                                                                                                            
ᑕᑯxWᒍ4 ᓈ7ᒪgᓂ WNhx3ᓯᒪᓕ3gᑎ5 
ᑕᖃᒍᑎᕆᓯᒪᔭ8ᓃᕕ5                                                             
h4ᑰᑎᓗx3ᑌᓕᒋ5                                                                                                                                      
hᑲ5ᑑᒋxg1qgᑎ5 x3ᐸq3ᓗᑎ5                                                                                                                              
ᐃ 8̃ᓂ5  ᑭaᓪᓕᐸᐅᓲᒍᒐ5ᑕ 
Wᔪ8Nᕕᓕᒫ3gᕕᓂᐅᒐᓗxᕋ5ᑕ

***ᐅᑎ3ᑕᕕ4

ᓄÌᓂ ᑕ7ᒪq8Nᓕᒫᓚzᒐᓗx3hz            
ᖃᐅᑕᒫᓪᓗ ᖃ5ᑕᓚz5hz  
Ì4ᑯᓂz ᓄÌᓂ ᑕ7ᒪN3g ᓂ

ᐆ ᐆ ᐆ5gᒐ3ᓂ ᐃᓘ8ᓀᓂ4                                                                            
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GROWING UP POEM
Wᕈ3ᐸᓕxᔫᑉ ᐅᓂ4ᑲᐅᓯ 5ᓴz

I wish 

I dream 

I used to be 

But now I am

I seem to be 

But really am

ᐃᒣ5gᖃ5ᓴ ᓕᑑᖅ

ᐃᒣ5g u4 Wᔪᒪᕗz

ᐃᒣ5ᑑᖃ5ᑕᓯᒪᕗz

ᑕᒐᑕᒐᓕ ᐃᒣ5ᑑ ᓕ3ᖁz

ᐃᒣ5ᑑᔪᕆᔭᐅᖃ5ᑕᓯᒪᕗz

ᑭᓯx ᓂᓕ ᐅNᓪᓚᕆᐅᕗz
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DREAM LISTS
Wᔪᒪᔭ4ᑲ ᓂ xᓪᓚᓯᒪᔪᓕᐅ3ᓂᖅ

Creating a dream list can benefit you in several ways; it can help you keep in touch with your values and 
what is most important to you, it helps you remember your goals, allows you to enjoy life more, 
and especially, keep track of some of your life’s best experiences. 

Wᔪᒪᔭᑎ8ᓂ4   xᓪᓚᓯᒪᔪᓕᐅ8ᓂᖅ  ᐃᑲᔪ3ᓯᒍ8Nᐳᖅ ᐃᓕ8ᓂ4 xuhᐃᑎᒍ5; ᐃᑲᔪ3ᓯᒍ8Ngᖅ 
N˜ᕉ5ᓯxᑲᐃ5hᓂ ᐅᑉWᒋᔭ3ᓃᕕ5 Wᓪᓚᕆᐅᑎᑕ3ᓃᕕᓪᓗ , xᐅᓚᔨᑎ5ᓯᕈ8Nhᓂᓗ gᕌᒐᒋᕋhx3ᑕᑎ8ᓂ4, 
ᐃᓅᓯ3uᓗ xᓕx8ᓂᓴᐅᓕᒍ8Nhᑎ5, Wᓗx3g uᓪᓗ , ᐃ3ᖃᐅᒪᑎ5ᓯᓗ ᓂ xᓕxᒋᓂ3ᐹᕆᓯᔭ3ᓃᕕ5 
ᐃᓅᓯ3u.

You will never do anything 
in this world without the courage. 

It is the greatest quality 
of the mind next to honor. 

hNhxᓚᐅ3ᓯᒪᓂx1qᓚᑎ5 ᑕᒫᓂ 
ᓯᓚ3ᔪxu ᓴW3ᑌᑑ1qgxᕈᕕ5. 
Wᐅᔪᓪᓚᕆᐅ7ᒪ5 ᐃhᒪᕈᓯᐅ5hᓂ 

ᓂ3gᐃᓂᐅᑉ ᖃᓂᑕz .
- Aristotle

“

”
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When you do your best and live out your dreams, 
you inspire others to do the same.

If you’re feeling fearful or uninspired about your 
dreams, spend time with friend who is motivated 
and draw inspiration.

Here are a few of the dreams of Puvirnituq’s Youth, 
aged 12 to 17 years old, in 2016-2017:

W5ᓯxᒍ8Nᕕᓕᒫ4ᑰᕖᓕgxᕋᕕ5  Wᔪᒪᔭ8ᓃᕕᓪᓗ  
xᑑᑎᓕgxᕋᕕ5, xᓯᑎ5  ᐃ5ᔭᓯᕈᒪᓚᕿᓯᓲ5  
ᐃᓕ8ᓂ4.

ᓴWᓕgxᕈᕕ5  ᒍᒣ3ᓯᒪᓕgxᕈᕕᓪᓘᓃ5 
Wᔪᒪᔭᕕᓂ3ᓃᕕ5, ᐃᓚ8ᓈᓅᕖᑫ8Nᓗᑎ5 ᐃᓕ8ᓂ4 
ᑫᓪᓗgᐃᓚzᔪᒧ5 ᑲ5hᙰᓕᑎ5ᓯᓚzᔪᒧ5. 

ᐅᑯx  ᐃᓚq  Wᔪᒪᔭᐅᔪ5  ᐳᕕ3ᓂg3uᐅ5  
ᐅᕕᒐ3gq8ᓄ5 ᐅᑭᐅᓕ8ᓄ5 ᑕᓪᓕᒪᐅᔪ3gᓗ 
ᒪ3ᕈᓘᓂ ᑎᑭ5hᒍ ᑕᓪᓕᒪᐅᔪ3gᓗ 
ᓯᑕᒪᐅᔪqᒐ3gᓘᒧ5 Ì4ᑯNᓂ x3ᕌᒍ8ᓂ ᑉ01ᖅ-
ᑉ017:

 ➔ Daycare educator 
ᐯᕆ5ᓯᕕ7u ᐯᕆ5ᓯᔨ4

 ➔ Help the poor 
xᔪ3ᓴgᓂ4 ᐃᑲᔪ3ᑎ

 ➔ Pilot 
ᑎ7uᔫ3ᑎ4

 ➔ Live in France 
ᑕᕆᐅᑉ xᑭxᓂuᐅᕈᒍᒪᔪ4 
ᐅᐃᒍᐃ3ᔪxᓂ

 ➔ Travelling 
xᐅᓪᓚᖃ5ᑕᕈᒪᔪ4

 ➔ Live in Montreal 
ᖃᓪᓗᓈ5 
ᓄNzᓂuᐅᒍᕈᒪᔪ4 
ᒪ8gᔨxu

 ➔ Coop cashier 
ᑯxᐸ4ᑯᓂ 
ᓂᐅᕕ3ᑎᓯᔨᐅᒍᒪᔪ4

 ➔ Go to College 
ᐃᓕᓴ3ᕕᔪx3ᒨᒍᒪᔪ4

 ➔ Teache 
ᐃᓕᓭᔨᐅᒍᒪᔪ4

 ➔ Play baseball 
xNᐅᓪᓚᑎ7ᒪᕆ1aᒍᒪᔪ4

 ➔ Northern cashier 
ᓂᐅᕕ3ᕕu ᓂᐅᕕ3ᑎᓯᔨᐅᒍᒪᔪ4

 ➔ Play hockey 
ᖄᑭ3ᑎᒪᕆ1aᒍᒪᔪ4

 ➔ Police officer 
ᐳøᓯᐅᒍᒪᔪ4

 ➔ I want to see Andy Biersack 
ᐋ8ᑎ Wᐅᓴ4u ᑕᑯᒍᒪᔪ4

 ➔ Doctor 
ᐋ8ᓂxᓯᐅᑎ7ᒪᕆᐅᒍᒪᔪᖅ

 ➔ DYP 
ᐅᕕ4ᑲᓕᕆᔨᐅᒍᒪᔪ4

 ➔ Vet 
ᐆᒪᔪ8ᓄ ᐋ8ᓂxᓯᐅᑎᐅᒍᒪᔪ4

 ➔ Helping my family 
ᐃᓚuᓂ4 ᐃᑲᔪᕈᒪᔪᖅ

 ➔ Actress 
hᓕᔫ1axᑎᐅᒍᒪᔪᖅ

 ➔ A hockey coach 
ᖄᑭ3gᓂ ᑲᒪᔨᐅᒍᒪᔪᖅ

 ➔ To be a flight attendant 
ᑎ7uᔫu ᑭᒡᒐᓕᕋ3ᑎᐅᒍᒪᔪᖅ

 ➔ Finish high school 
ᐃᓕᓴᕇᒍᒪᔪ4

 ➔ No smoking 
ᓰᑲᔨᓲᒍ1qgᓂ 
ᐋzᔮ3Ng3gᓯᒪ1qgᓂᓘ8ᓃ5 
ᑕᑯᒍᒪᔪᖅ

 ➔ To be alive 
ᐃᓅᒍᒪᔪᖅ
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PERSONAL 
GOAL SETTING:
N7uᓂ4 gᕌᒐ4ᑲ :

Why Set Goals?

Top-level athletes, successful business-people and achievers in all fields all set goals. Setting goals 
gives you long-term vision and short-term motivation. It focuses your acquisition of knowledge, and helps 
you to organize your time and your resources so that you can make the very most of your life.

hË5 gᕌᒐos3lz?

W1axᑎ7ᒪᕇ5, ᒪᑭᑕ5ᓯxg5  WNh5ᑏ5 x7ᒪᓗ WNhᒐᖃ5ᓯxg5 ᐃᓘ8Nᑎ4 gᕌᒐᓕᐅ3ᓯᒪᕗ5. 
gᕌᒐᓕᐅ5ᓯxᓂᖅ ᓯᕗᓂ5ᓴ ᓕᐅ5ᓯxN3ᑑᕗ4 xᕗzᐅᓕᔪu4 ᖃ7uᒧxzᔪᒧᓪᓗ ᑲ5hᙰ5ᑑN3ᑑhᓂ. 
gᑭᒧx5ᓯxN3ᑑhᓂᓗ ᐃᓕ5ᓯᕕᒋᒐhx3ᑕᓃᕕ5, Wᔭ5ᓴᑎ8ᓂᓗ ᐃᓂᓪᓚz5ᓯxN3ᑑhᓂ 
xgᐃ8Nᐅᑎ5ᓯᓯxᕈᑎᐅ5hᓂᓗ ᐃᓅᓯᖃ5ᓯxᕈ8Nᓂ3ᓴᐅᓂxᕋᕕ5.

By setting sharp, clearly defined goals, you can measure and take pride in the achievement of those 
goals, and yoù ll see forward progress in what might previously have seemed a long pointless grind. You 
will also raise your self-confidence, as you recognize your own ability and competence in achieving the 
goals that yoù ve set.

ᐋ3ᖀᓯxgxᕈᕕ5, gᑭᖃ5ᓯxgᓂ4  gᕌᒐ3ᓂ4, ᖃᐅᔨᒪᐅᑎᓕᐅ5ᓯxᓕᕋᔭ3ᖁᑎ5 ᐅWᒍhᒍ8Nᓯᓗᑎᓗ 
xᓂᒎᑎᔭᕕᓂᑎ8ᓂ ᑎᑭᐅᑎᒐhx3ᑕᓄ5, x7ᒪᓗ ᓯᕗᒧx5ᓯxᓂ3ᓃᕕ5 ᖃᐅᔨᒪᐅᑎᒋᓗᒋ5 
Nᒧ1zᕙᓪᓕxᑑᔮ1qᒍᑎᕕᓂ3ᓂ5. ᖃᕝᕙᒋxᓚᕿᓗᓂxᓪ 5̃ N7uᓂ ᓲh5ᓴᓃ5, Nᓗ3ᖁᑎ1qᓃ5 
ᐃᓕᑕᕆᓕgxᕈᕕᐅ4 Wᔪ8Nᓃ5 Wᔭᕆᒐhx3ᑕᑎᓪᓗ ᐃhx3gᑯ5 ᐋ3ᕿᑕᕕᓂᑎ5.

When setting goals, think SMART! gᕌᒐᓕᐅ3gᖃᓕᒍᓂ, ᐃ3ᖃᐅᒪᒋᔭ5ᓭ5

S Specific Ì8Nᓗg4

M Measurable ᐆ5gᕋᒐ5ᓴᖅ

A Attainable ᑎᑭᐅᑎᔭᐅᒍ8Ngᖅ

R Relevant ᓈ7ᒪᓈ5ᓯxgᖅ

T Time-bound Wᔭᕇ3ᕕᓴu4 ᖄqᐅᑎᑎ5ᓯᑌᓕᓂ4

A goal without a plan is just a wish

ᕖgᕌᒐ4 xgᐃ8Nᒍ3ᑎᑕᐅᓯᒪ1qgᖅ 
ᐃhᒪ1axᒍᓗgᐃ8Nᐅᕗᖅ
- Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

“
”
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YOUR GOAL
gᕌᒐᑎ5

Specific: What exactly do you want to do? 
ᑖᓐᓇlgᒃ: ᓱᓇᓱᐊᓪᓚᕆᒍᒪᕕᑦ?

Measurable: How will you know if you achieved the goal? What is the “finish line”? 
ᐆ5gᕋᒐ5ᓴᖅ: ᖃᓅ ᖃᐅᔨᒪᓚᖓᕕᑦ ᑐᕌᒐᓕᐊᕕᓃᑦ ᐱᔭᕇᒻᒪᖔᕐᐱᐅᒃ? ᓱᓈ “ᐃᓱᓕᕐᕕᓕᐊᕕᓃᑦ”?

Attainable: What steps can you take to achieve your goal? 
ᑎᑭsᑎᔭsᒍᓐᓇgᖅ: ᓱᓇᓂᒃ ᐊᓪᓗᕆᐊᕈᑎᖃᕈᓐᓇᐱᑦ ᐱᔭᖃᕐᑎᓯᑦᓯᐊᕈᓐᓇᑐᓂᒃ ᑐᕌᒐᓕᐊᕕᓂᓐᓅᕕᑦ?

 1. 

 2. 

 3. 

 4. 

Relevant: Why is this goal important to you? 
ᓈᒻᒪᓈ5ᓯᐊgᖅ: ᓱᒧᑦ ᑖᓐᓇ ᑐᕌᒐᓕᐊᕕᓃᑦ ᐱᓪᓚᕆᐅᕙ ᐃᓕᓐᓄᑦ?

Time-Bound: When will you achieve your goal? 
ᐱᔭᕇᕐᕕᓴᒥᒃ ᖄᖏᐅᑎᑎᑦᓯᑌᓕᓂᒃ: ᖃᖓ ᑎᑭᐅᑎᒐᔭᕐᑌᑦ ᑐᕌᒐᓕᐊᕕᓃᑦ?

It always seems impossible, until it is done

ᕖᑌᒪ1z5 Wᔭᕇᒐ5ᓴᐅᔮᓲᕈ1qgᖅ, 
Wᔭᕇ3ᑕᐅq8ᓂᓕᒫuᓂ. 

- Nelson Mandela

“
”
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YOUR GOAL
gᕌᒐᑎ5

What is your biggest dream? Speak it out loud and tell yourself that it is right in front of you 
as long as you believe in it and believe in yourself.

ᓱᓇ ᐊᑑᑎᒍᒪᓂᕐᐹᑦ? ᐅᖃᓚᐅᕈ4 ᓂᐸᖃ3ᓗᑎ5 ᐃ7uᓄᓪᓗ ᐅᖃ3ᓗᑎ5 ᓯᕗᓂ3ᓃᕖ5ᓯxᒪ5 
ᐅᑉWᕆᔭᖃgxᕈᕕ5 ᑭᓯx ᓂ N7uᓂᓪᓗ ᐅᑉWᕆgxᒍᕕ5 Wᒍ8Nᕋᕕᐅ4.

Walk by faith, not by sight

Whᒋ5 ᐅᑉWᓂ4ᑯ5, ᑕᑯᓂ4ᑰq5gᖅ
- 2 Corinthians 5:7

“
”

Sarah Cormier
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NO NAME-CALLING PLEDGE
xᑎᕆ1qᑕzᓂ ᑌᓯᖃ5ᑕᓚz1qgz

No one has the right to call me names

And I don’t have the right to call anyone else 
names.

I will accept others the way they are 

and try to appreciate people who are different 
from me.

If I don’t like someone, I will give them space to be 
who they are,

And I will defend my right to be who I am.

Signature: 

ᑭNgᐃ8Nᖅ xᑎᕆ1qᑕᒐᓂ4 ᑌᓯᔪ5ᓴᐅqᓪᓚᖅ

ᐅᕙzᒐᓴᖅ xᑎᕆᔭᐅ1qgᓂ 
ᑌᓯᑲ5ᑕᔪ5ᓴᐅq8ᓂᕗz .

xq3ᓯᒪᓚzᕗz xᓯ7ᒪ Wᐅᓯq8ᓂ4

ᐃᓅᖃᑎ4ᑲ ᓂᓗ ᐅWᒍhᕋhxᖃ5ᑕᓂx3ᖁz 
x5ᔨᒋ1qᑕ4ᑲ ᓂ.

ᐃᓅᖃᑎᒐᓂ4 xᓕx1qᑑ5ᓴᒍᒪ , ᑭNᐅᓂzᓂ4 
Wᕕ5ᓴᖃ3ᑎᓯxᒐhxᖃ5ᑕᓂx3ᑕᕋ,

x7ᒪᓗ ᑭNᐅᓂᒐ ᓲhᕆᔭᐅᑎ5ᓯxᕋhx3ᓗᒍ.

xᑎᓕᐅ3ᕕ4

“ “

” ”

Words have the power to both destroy and heal. When words 
are both true and kind, they can change our world.

ᐅᖃᐅᓯᖅ  ᓲᖑᓂᖃᕐᒪᑦ ᓱᒃᑯᐃᒍᓐᓇᓂᕐᒥᒃ ᒪᒥᑦᑎᓯᓂᕐᒥᓗ. ᑕᒪᕐᒥ ᐅᖃᐅᓰᒃ ᓱᓕᔫᑐᐊᕐᒪᑕ 
ᑐᖕᖓᓇᕐᓱᑎᓗ, ᓯᓚᕐᔪᐊᑎᓐᓂᒃ ᐊᓯᑦᔩᒍᓐᓇᐳᑦ.

- Buddha

“

”
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YOUR WELLNESS
ᖃᓄᐃ1qᓯx3ᓃ5

Minnie-Mita Ittukallak
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As human beings, we are governed by our mental, emotional, physical and spiritual selves. In order to 
live fulfilling lives, we need to ensure that we are participating in activities that contribute to all these 
aspects. Take a look at the examples below, and think about the kinds of activities you do that fall under 
these categories. Then, record them, and reflect on which kinds of activities you do the most of, and 
which kinds of activities that you could participate in more. 

ᐃᓅᔪᒍᑦ  ᐊᓂᕐᑎᕆᔪᒍᑦ, ᐊᐅᓚᑕᐅᒐᑦᑕ  ᐃᓱᒪᑦᑎᓄᑦ, ᐃᓱᒪᑦᑕᓗ ᐃᑉᐱᓂᐊᕐᓂᖓᓄᑦ, ᑎᒥᑦᑕ ᐊᐅᓚᓂᖓᓄᑦ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᐊᓂᕐᓂᑯᑦ. 
ᓭᒪᓇᕐᑐᑯᑦ ᓂᐳᕐᓯᒪᑦᓯᐊᓇᕐᑐᑯᑦ ᐃᓅᑦᓯᐊᕈᒪᑐᐊᒍᑦᑕ, ᐃᓚᐅᕕᖃᑦᓯᐊᖃᑦᑕᕆᐊᖃᕐᐳᒍᑦ ᓱᖃᑦᓯᓂᕐᓄᑦ ᐃᑲᔪᕐᓯᔪᓂᒃ ᑖᒃᑯᓂᖓ 
ᐱᑦᔪᑎᓕᒫᓂᒃ. ᑕᑯᓚᐅᒃᑭᑦ ᐆᑦᑐᕋᐅᑏᑦ ᐊᑖᓃᑦᑐᑦ, ᐃᓱᒪᑦᓴᓯᐅᕐᕕᒋᓗᕆᓪᓗ ᓱᖃᑦᓯᒍᑎᕆᓲᑎᑦ ᓇᓪᓕᐊᓄᑦ ᐊᑦᑐᐊᓂᖃᕐᒪᖔᑕ. ᑌᒪ, 
ᓇᓗᓀᓪᓗᒋᑦ, ᑕᑯᑦᓯᐊᓗᒋᑦ ᓱᓀᑦ ᐊᑐᕐᓂᓴᒋᒻᒪᖔᕐᐱᑭᑦ, ᓱᓀᓪᓗ ᐊᑐᒃᑲᓂᕐᑐᓴᒋᒻᒪᖔᕐᐱᑭᑦ.

Examples / ᐆ5ᑑᑎᒋlᒋ5:

Physical: Playing hockey  
ᑎu4ᑯ5 xᐅᓚᓂᖅ: ᖄᑭ8ᓂᖅ

Spiritual: Prayer 
xᓂ3ᓂᑯ5: g5ᓯxᓂᖅ

Emotional: 
Writing in a journal 

ᐃhᒪ5ᑕᓗ 
ᐃᑉWᓂx3ᓂzᒍ5: xᓪᓚᓂᖅ 
ᖃᐅᑕᒫ5ᓯᐅᑎᑎ8ᓄ5

Mental: Reading 
ᐃhᒪ4ᑯ5: 
xgx3ᓯᓂᖅ

FIND YOUR BALANCE
ᒪᑭᑕᑦᓯᐊᓃᑦ ᑕᑯᑦᓯᐊᕈᒃ
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YOUR WELLNESS ACTIVITIES
ᖃᓄᐃ1qᓯx3ᓂᓅᕕ5 hᖃ5ᓯᐅᑎᑎ5

Physical 
ᑎu4ᑯ5:

Spiritual 
xᓂ3ᓂᑯ5:

Emotional:  
ᐃhᒪ5ᑕᓗ 
ᐃᑉWᓂx3ᓂzᒍ5: Mental 

ᐃhᒪ4ᑯ5: 
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YOUR MENTAL HEALTH
ᐃhᒪ4ᑯ 5  ᖃᓄᐃ1qᓯx3ᓂ4

Mental health is essential to physical health, personal well-being, and positive family and interpersonal 
relationships. The World Health Organization describes mental health as a state of well-being in which the 
individual realizes his or her own abilities, copes with the normal stresses of life, works productively and 
contributes to his or her community. Good mental health is much more than the absence of mental illness: 
it enables people to have a meaningful life, and to be creative and productive.

ᐃhᒪ4ᑯ5  ᖃᓄᐃ1qᓯx3ᓂ4 Wᓪᓚᕆᐅᕗ4 ᑎuᐅᑉ ᖃᓄᐃ1qᓯx3ᓂzᓄ5, N7uᓂᓪᓗ ᐃᓅᓯᕆᔭᒧ5 
ᖃᓄᐃ1qᓯx3ᓂᑯ5, ᐃᓚᒌ5ᓯxᓂ4ᑯ5 ᐃᓅᖃᑎᖃ5ᓯxᓂ4ᑯᓗ . ᓄN3ᔪxu ᖃᓄᐃ1qᓯx8ᓂᓕᕆᔨ4ᑯ5 
xᓪᓚᓯᒪ7ᒪᑕ ᐃhᒪ4ᑯ5 ᖃᓄᐃ1qᓯx3ᓂ4 N7uᓂ ᖃᓄᐃ1qᓯx8ᓂᑯ5 ᐃᓄ4 gᑭᓯᑎ5ᓯᓲᒍ7ᒪ5 
N7uᓂ Wᔪ8Nᓂ3uᓂ4,xᐅᓚ5ᓯᓯxᒍ8Nᓂ3uᓗ Ì4ᑯᓂz ᐃᓅᓯᐅᑉ ᐃhᒫᓗ8Ngᖁᑎq8ᓂ4, 
WNhx3ᓂq5 Nᒧ1zᕙᓪᓕxhᑎ4 x7ᒪᓗ gᓂᒪ5ᓯxhᓂ ᓄNᓕ7uᓄ5. ᐃhᒪ4ᑯ5 ᖃᓄᐃ1qᓯx3ᓂ4 
ᐃhᒪ4ᑯ5 ᐃᓗᓯ3hq8ᓂgᐃ8Nᐅᔭqᓪᓚᖅ- ᐃᓅᓯᖃ3ᑎᓯᓲᒍᕗᖅ gᑭᖃ5ᓯxgu4 x7ᒪᓗ 
ᐃhᒪN1qgᓂ4 ᓴNᒍ8Nᑎ5ᓯhᓂ ᓄᐃ5ᓯᒍ8Nᑎ5ᓯhᓂ.
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WHAT IS DEPRESSION?
ᓱᓇᐅᕚ ᑭᑦᓴᓂᖅ?

Depression is a form of mental illness that affects people from all walks of life. Depression is more than 
just feeling “down.” Anyone suffering from depression will tell you, it̀ s not imaginary or “all in your head.” 
It is a serious illness caused by changes in brain chemistry. 

ᑭᑦᓴᓂᖅ  ᐃᓱᒪᒃᑯᑦ ᐋᓐᓂᐊᓂᐅᒻᒪᑦ  ᓇᐅᑐᐃᓐᓇᓯᐊᒥᓪᓗ ᑭᓇᐅᒐᓗᐊᕐᐸᑦ  ᓱᕐᕃᓂᖃᓲᒍᑦᓱᓂ. ᑭᑦᓴᓂᖅ “ᑲᑕᖓᓂᑐᐃᓐᓇᐅᔭᖏᒻᒪᑦ”. 
ᑭᓇᑐᐃᓐᓇᓯᐊᖅ ᐱᓐᓀᓗᑕᓕᒃ  ᑭᑦᓴᓂᕐᒥᒃ ᓚᒍᓐᓇᑐᖅ, ᐃᓱᒪᖕᖑᐊᑐᐃᓐᓇᐅᖏᒻᒪᑦ ᐅᕝᕙᓘᓐᓃᑦ “ᓂᐊᖁᓐᓃᕖᑐᐃᓐᓇᑐᖅ”.  
ᐋᓐᓂᐊᓚᕆᐅᒻᒪᑦ ᖃᕆᑕᐅᑉ ᐊᐅᓚᓂᖓᓄᑦ ᓱᕐᕋᑕᐅᒪᑦᓱᓂ. 

Some of the signs and symptoms of depression are: 

 ➔ Emotions: sad, worried, hopeless, worthless, irritable, angry, rejected, lonely, empty.

 ➔ Thoughts: “I’m a failure”, “no one loves me”, “I am so alone”, “things will always be bad”, 
“it’s all my fault”.

 ➔ Behaviours: crying, withdrawal from others, loss of interest in activities, difficulty making 
decisions.

 ➔ Physical: no energy, sleeping too much or too little, eating too much or too little, gaining weight 
or losing weight, aches and pains.

ᐃᓄ4 ᑭ5ᓴ ᓂ3ᒦgᖅ ᐃᒣ5ᑑᓲᖅ:

 ➔ ᐃᑉWᓂxᕆᒍ8Nᑕq5: ᑲᑕzᓂᖅ, ᐃhᒫᓗᓂᖅ, ᓂᕆᐅ8ᓂᖃ1qᓂᖅ, xᑑᑌ5ᑑᔪᕆᓂᖅ, 
h3ᕋᑕᐅᒍx3ᑑ ᓂᖅ, ᓂz3ᓂᖅ, N3ᕈᒋᔭᐅᔪᕆᓂᖅ, ᐃᓄᑑᔪᕆᓂᖅ, hNᖃ1qᒋᓂᖅ ᐃᓗ4ᑯ5.

 ➔ ᐃᓱᒪᒋᒍᓐᓇᑕᖏᑦ: “ᐱᔭᖃᓚᐅᕐᓯᒪᖕᖏᑐᖓ”, “ᑭᓇᒧᓪᓘᓃᑦ ᓇᓕᒋᔭᐅᖕᖏᑐᖓ”, “ᐃᓄᑐᐊᓪᓚᕆᐅᔪᖓ”, “ᓱᓇᓕᒫᑦ 
ᐱᐅᔫᓚᐅᕐᓯᒪᓂᐊᖕᖏᑐᑦ”, “ᐅᕙᓐᓄᑦ ᑭᓯᐊᓂ ᑌᒣᓚᕿᔪᑦ”.

 ➔ Wᐅᓯᕆᒍ8Nᑕq5: ᕿxᓂᖅ, xᓯuᓃᒍᒣ8ᓂᖅ, hᖃ5ᓯᒍᒣ8ᓂᖅ,  gᑭÌᒐhx3ᖃᔦ3ᓯᒪᓂᖅ.

 ➔ ᑎuᐅᑉ xᐅᓚᓂq5: ᓄᑭᖃ5ᓯxᕈ8ᓀ ᓂᖅ, ᓯᓂᓗx8ᓂᖅ ᓯᓂ1qᓗx8ᓂᖅ, ᓂᕆᓗx8ᓂᖅ 
ᓂᕆ1qᓗx8ᓂᖅ, ᖁᐃ5ᑎᓂᖅ ᓴᓗ8ᓂᓘ8ᓃ5, ᐋ8ᓂᕆxᑲᓪᓚᓃ5 ᐋ8ᓂxᓃᓪᓗ .
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It is normal to feel sad sometimes, but someone who feels this way most of the time may have 
depression. Help and treatment are available for people who have depression. It can take a while to 
resolve depression, but a doctor or a counsellor can help. It can also help to exercise, get sunlight, and 
avoid alcohol and drugs. Listening and being there for a friend who is depressed can help too. 

xᔪᒉ5ᑑᔭqᓪᓚᖅ ᐃ 8̃ᓂ ᑲᑕzᑫ8Nᖃ5ᑕᓂᖅ, ᑭᓯxᓂ ᑌᒪ1zᓕᒫgᐃ8Nᖅ ᑌᒫ ᑲᑕzᓂ3u 
ᐃᑉWᓂxgxᕈᓂ ᑭ5ᓴ ᓂ3ᒦgᐃ8Nᕆxᓕ4. ᐃᑲᔪ3ᑎᓭ5 ᓴᐳ5ᔨᒍ8Ng5 xgᐃ8Nᐅᕗ5 ᑭ5ᓴgᓄ5. 
Wᔭᕆxᑭ5ᑑᔭq5ᑑᒐᓗxᖅ xᓂᒎᑎᒐhx3hᒍ ᑭ5ᓴ ᓂᖅ, ᐋ8ᓂxᓯᐅᑎ7ᒪᕇ5 ᐅᖄᖃᑎ5ᓭᓘ8ᓃ5 
ᐃᑲᔪᕈ8Nᐳ5. ᐃᖃᐃᓕᓴ3ᓂ4 ᐃᑲᔪ3ᓯᒍ8Nuᔪᖅ, ᓯᕿᓂᐅᓪᓗ ᖃᐅᒪᓂz, x7ᒪᓗ ᐃuxᓗ5ᑌᓕᓂᖅ 
ᐋzᔮ3Ng3gᑌᓕᓂᓪᓗ . ᓈᓚ8ᓂᖅ ᓴᐳ7uᓯx3ᓂᓗ ᑭ5ᓴgu4 ᐃᓚ8ᓈu4 ᐃᑲᔪ3ᓯᒋᕗᖅ.

WHAT IS ANXIETY DISORDER? 
ᓱᓇᐅᕚ ᑯᑮᖓᓂᕐᒧᑦ ᐱᐅᓯᕐᓱᕐᓱᓯᐊᖕᖏᑑᓂᖅ?

It is normal to feel worried, stressed, or shy sometimes. However, if a person feels very anxious a lot of 
the time, even when they are in a safe situation, this may be a sign of an anxiety disorder. People who 
have anxiety disorders feel excessive fear or worry that interferes with their day to day activities like 
going to school, having friends, or sleeping at night. Anxiety disorders can affect anyone at any age. 
They are the most common mental disorders in children and youth.

xᔪᒉ5ᑑᔭqᓪᓚᖅ ᐃᓚzᓂ ᐃhᒫᓗ8ᓂᖅ, x3hᕉᔨzᐅᑎᖃ3ᓂᖅ, ᑲ1ahᖃ5ᑕᓂ3ᓘᓃ5. 
ᑭᓯxᓂᓕ, ᐃᓄ4 ᑌᒪ1zᓕᒫgᐃ8Nᖅ ᑯᑮzᖃ5ᑕgx3ᐸ5, x5ᑕᓀ5gᒦ5ᓯxᕋᓗxᕈᓂ, ᑯᑮzᓂ3u4 
Wᐅᓯ5hᓯx1qᐅᑎᖃgᐃ8Nᕆxᖃ3ᐳᖅ. ᑯᑮzᓂ3u4 Wᐅᓯ5hᓯx1qᐅᑎø5 ᑲᑉWxh8ᓂᔪxu4 
ᐃᑉWᓂx3ᓂᖃᓲᒍᕗ5 ᐃhᒫᓗ5hᑎᓪᓗ Ì4ᑯx ᐃᑉWᓂx8ᓂq5 h3ᕃᓕᕋᑕ3ᑎᓗᒋ5 ᖃᐅᑕᒫ5ᓯᐅᑎq8ᓂ 
ᐆ5ᑑᑎᒋᓗᒋ5 ᐃᓕᓴᕆx8ᓂᖅ, ᐃᓅᖃᑎᖃ8ᓂᓘ8ᓃ5, ᐅᕝᓘ8ᓃ5 ᐅ8ᓄxu ᓯᓂ8ᓂq5 h3ᕋᑌ5 
ᑯᑮzᓂ3ᒧ5 Wᐅᓯ3hᓯx1qᑑᓃ5 ᑭNgᐃ8Nᓯxu4 ᖃ5ᓯgᐃ8Nᓯxᓂᓗ ᐅᑭᐅᓕ8ᓂ4 h3ᕃᓲᕈᕗᖅ. 
ᑲ4ᑲ ᓪ̃ᓗ ᐅᕕ4ᑫᓗ Wᓗx3gu Ì5hᒧz ᐃhᒪᐅᑉ ᐃhᐃᓪᓕᐅᒍᑎzᓄ5 x5g ᑕᐅᓲᒍᕗ5. 

Some of the signs and symptoms of anxiety disorders are:

 ➔ Emotions: worry, fear, danger, detachment, irritable, restless.

 ➔ Thoughts: speeding thoughts or slowing thoughts, easily distracted, mind goes blank.

 ➔ Behaviours: can’t concentrate, perfectionist, needing a lot of reassurance, avoiding social 
situations.

 ➔ Physical: fast heart rate, headache, stomach ache, tense muscles, dry mouth, sweating, trouble 
sleeping.
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ᐃᓄ4 ᑯᑮzᔪᖅ ᐃᒣ5ᑑᓲᖅ:

 ➔ ᐃᑉWᓂxᕆᒍ8Nᑕq5: ᐃhᒫᓗᒍ8Ngᖅ, ᐃ3ᓯᒍN3gᖅ, x5ᑕN3ᑑᔪᕆ5ᓰNᓕᒫ3g 4, ᐃᓕ4ᑰgᖅ, 
h3ᕋᑕᐅᕈx3gᖅ, ᓄᓪᓚz3ᖃᔭ1qgᖅ.

 ➔ ᐃhᒪq5: ᐃhᒪᒋᔭq5 xᕗzᐃ8ᓈg5 h4ᑫgᓪᓘᓃ5 ᐃhᒪᒋᔭq5, ᐅᓚWᑕᐅᒍx3ᑑ hᓂᓗ , 
ᐃhᒪ3ᖃᔦ3hᓂᓗ .

 ➔  Wᐅᓯᕆᒍ8Nᑕq5: WNhx3ᑕuᓂ ᐃᑉWᒋᔭgxᖃ3ᖃᔭ1qgᖅ, ᐋ3ᕿᓯᒪ5ᓯxᖁᔨᔪᖅ ᑲᒪᒋᔭuᓂ4, 
Wᓚzᕗᑏᓚᔭᐅq8Nᓕᒫ3ᓂu4 ᑭ1ᖒᒪ5ᓯᔪᖅ, ᐃᓄᓕᕆᔪᓃ5ᑌᓕ5hᓂᓗ .

 ➔ ᑎuᐅᑉ xᐅᓚᓂq5: ᐆ7ᒪᑎzᑕ ᑲ5ᔪᑕ3ᓂz hᑲ5gᖅ, ᓂxᖁ1aᓂᖅ, ᓈ1aᓂᖅ, ᓄᑭq5 
x3hᕈ3g5, ᖃ ᓂzᓗ ᓴᓗxz5hᓂ, xᐅ4ᑲ ᓂz5hᓂᓗ , ᓯᓂ3ᖃᔭ3ᓯxᔭᕋᓂᓗ .

Doctors and counsellors can help people who have anxiety disorders by prescribing medication or 
teaching techniques to control anxiety. Other things that help are: regular exercise, limiting caffeine, 
daily relaxation, slow relaxed breathing, getting enough sleep, and talking about it. 

ᐋᓐᓂᐊᓯᐅᑎᒻᒪᕇᑦ ᐅᖄᖃᑎᑦᓭᓘᓐᓃᑦ ᐃᑲᔪᕈᓐᓇᐳᑦ ᑯᑮᖓᓂᕐu ᐃᓱᐃᓪᓘᒍᑎᓕᓐᓂᒃ ᐄᔭᒐᕐᑖᑎᑦᓯᓗᑎᒃ 
ᐃᓕᓭᓗᑎᓘ8ᓃ5 ᐃᑲᔪ3ᓯᒐᔭ3g ᓂ ᓄᓪᓚzᑎ5ᓯᒐᔭ3g ᓂ ᑯᑮzᓂ3u4. ᐅᑯxᒍ7uᔪ5 ᐃᑲᔪ3ᓯᒐᔭ3uᔪ5: 
ᐃᖃᐃᓕᓴ5ᓯxᖃ5ᑕᓂᖅ, ᑳWgᓗx3ᑌᓕᓂᖅ, ᑏgᓗx3ᑌᓕᓂ3ᓗ , x3hᕉᓯzᓗxᑲᓪᓚᑌᓕᓂᖅ ᖃᐅᑕᒫ5, 
h4ᑫgu xᓂ3ᓵᖃ5ᑕᓂᖅ, ᓯᓂᓯᒪ5ᓯxᖃ5ᑕᓂᖅ x7ᒪᓗ ᐅᖄᕈᑎᖃ5ᓯxᖃ5ᑕᓂᖅ ᐃᑉWᓂxᕆᔭuᓂ4.

Malaiya Ittukallak
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DYNAMIC MINDFULNESS 
ᐃ3ᖁᒪ5ᓯxᓗ ᓂ ᐃhᒪ5ᓯx ᓂᖅ

This activity combines relaxed breathing, 
physical movements and mental focus. It can help 
overcome feelings of anxiety and depression, and 
help you stay physically and mentally healthy. Give 
these movements a try.

Ì8N hNhx3ᓂᖅ xᓂ3ᑎᕆ5ᓯxᓂ3ᒧ5, ᑎuᐅᑉ 
xᐅᓚᓂzᓄ5 ᐃhᒪ5ᓯxᓂ7ᒧᓗ xg3ᑕᐅᕗᖅ. 
ᐃᑲᔪ3ᓯᕈ8Ngᖅ xᓂᒎᑎᑎ5ᓯᕈ8Nᓂ3u 
ᐃᑉWᓂxᕆᔭᐅᓲᓂ ᑯᑮzᔪᓄ5 ᑭ5ᓴgᓄᓪᓗ , 
ᐃᑲᔪ3ᓯhᓂᓗ ᑎuᖃ5ᓯxᓂ4ᑯ5 ᐃhᒪ4ᑯᓗ 
ᖃᓄᐃ1qᓯx3ᓂᑯ5. xᑏ Ì4ᑯx ᓂᒪᓃ5 
ᐆ5gᕋᓚᐅ4ᑭ5.

If you can maintain relaxed breathing when you are angry or tense, you can break a chain reaction. 
Your body and mind will feel less of the negative effects of stress.

ᓄᓪᓚᖓᑦᓯᐊᑐᒥᒃ ᐊᓂᕐᑎᕆᑦᓯᐊᕈᓐᓇᑐᐊᕈᕕᑦ ᓂᖕᖓᐅᒪᓕᑐᐊᕈᕕᑦ ᐊᕐᓱᕉᓯᖓᓕᑐᐊᕈᕕᓪᓘᓃᑦ, ᑭᖑᓂᕐᓘᕋᔭᕐᑐ ᑭᐱᒍᓐᓇᑐᖅ. ᑎᒦᑦ 
ᐃᓱᒣᓪᓗ ᐃᑉᐱᓂᐊᖕᖏᓂᕐᓴᐅᒐᔭᕐᑑᒃ ᐊᕐᓱᕉᓯᖓᓗᐊᕐᓂᐅᑉ ᓈᒻᒪᓯᐊᖕᖏᑐᓂᒃ ᓱᕐᕋᑕᐅᓯᒪᓂᕐᓂᒃ.

ARE YOU REALLY BREATHING?

 ➔ Make your spine long and straight

 ➔ Relax your face and jaw, with your mouth 
closed.

 ➔ Feel the air fill your belly, rib cage and 
chest

 ➔ Exhale completely

ᐊᓂᕐᑎᕆᑦᓯᐊᐲᑦ?

 ➔ ᕿᒥᕐᓗᐃᑦ ᒪᑭᑕᑎᑦᓯᐊᓗᒍ ᓯᑦᑐᖓᑎᑦᓯᐊᓗᒍᓗ

 ➔ ᐃᓯᖕᖓᑎᑦᓯᐊᓗᒍ ᑮᓀᑦ ᐊᓪᓕᕈᐃᓪᓗ, 
ᐁᑦᑕᖓᒍᓐᓀᓗᑎᑦ.

 ➔ ᐃᑉᐱᒋᓗᒍᓗ ᓂᐅᕆᐊᕐᑌᑦ ᓈᓐᓅᕖᑦᑐᖅ, 
ᑐᓕᒫᓐᓅᕖᑦᑐᖅ ᓴᕐᕕᓅᕕᓪᓗ

 ➔ ᓱᐱᓂᐊᓕᕋᕕᐅᒃ ᓂᐅᕆᐊᕐᑕᕕᓂᓕᒫᑦ
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HALF SUN SALUTE
Take full deep breaths while 
you slowly move into each 
position.

ᓯᕿᓂᖅ ᓇᑉᐸᖅ
ᓂᐅᕆᐊᑦᓯᐊᖃᑦᑕᓗᑎᑦ ᓱᒃᑫᑐᒥ 
ᐊᐅᓚᑦᔭᓂᑕᒫᑦ.

ᑲᒃᑲᓛᕐᑎᑐᑦ ᐃᓂᓪᓚᖓᓂᖅ
ᑌᒣᓕᖓᑦᓱᓂ ᓄᓪᓚᖓᑦᓯᐊᓇᕐᑐᖅ 
ᐃᑲᔪᕐᓯᒍᓐᓇᓯᐊᕐᒥᔪᐊᓪᓛᑦ ᓯᓂᓐᓂᓃᕕᑦ. 
ᑌᒣᓕᖓᓗᑎᑦ ᑕᓪᓕᒪᕕᓪᓗᑎᑦ 
ᑕᓪᓕᒪᐅᔪᕐᑐᕕᓪᓗᑎᓘᓐᓃᑦ ᓂᐅᕆᐊᒻᒪᕆᒋᑦ

CHILD’S POSE
This position is relaxing and can 
even help if you have trouble 
sleeping. Take 5-10 deep breaths in 
this position.

For more sequences and teaching tools, go to  
ᑕᑯᓴᒋx4ᑲ ᓂᒍᒪgxᕈᕕ5 ᑕᑯᒋxᕈ8Nᐳᑎ5 

http://tlsnunavik.org/ 
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NOTE TO SELF  
ᐳᐃᒍᕇ4ᑯᑎᒐ

Stop letting the pain of my past ruin the happiness 
of my future

ᐊᑏ ᐋᓐᓂᑕᐅᕈᑎᒋᖃᑦᑕᓯᒪᔭᒃᑲ

ᓄᕐᖃᖓᑎᑦᓯᑎᖕᖏᓚsᕐᓚᑲ ᐊᓕᐊᖕᖑᐊᓂᑦᓴᑲᓂ ᓯᕗᓂᕐᒥ

Psst… Happiness requires letting stuff go.

ᐋᓚ: ᐊᓕᐊᖕᖑᐊᕈᒪᑐᐊᒍᑦᑕ ᐳᐃᒍᕈᓐᓇᒋᐊᖃᕐᐳᒍᑦ.

It’s time… Let it go 

ᐊᑏ.. ᓴᒃᑯᓕᕐᓕᑦ, 

Forget about what can’t be changed 
and focus on the future.

ᐳᐃᒍᑐᐃᓐᓇᓗᕆᑦ ᑌᒃᑯᐊ 
ᖃᓄᐃᓕᕆᐊᓪᓚᖃᔭᖕᖏᑕᕗᑦ ᓯᕗᓂᕐᒧᑦ 

ᐃᖏᕐᕋᓯᐊᑐᐃᓐᓇᖔᕐᓗᑕ
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NOTE TO SELF  
ᐳᐃᒍᕇ4ᑯᑎᒐ

COPING IN HARD TIMES
x3hᕈ3Ng ᒦ5gᖃ ᓕᕈᓂ  ᐃᑲᔪ3ᓯᐅᑏ5

If you’re hurting, do your best to seek outlets that are healthy. 

ᐋ8ᓂxgxᕈᕕ5, ᕿᓂᖃ5ᑕᕆ5  ᐃᑲᔪ3ᑎᓴ5ᓯxᓂ4. ᐃᓚ8ᓈᓃᕕ5  ᐅᖄᕕ5ᓴᓯᐅᖃ5ᑕᒋ5, 

What activities can I do to feel better? 
ᖃᓄᐃᓘ3ᓗz hᖃ5ᓯᒍ8Nᐳz ᐃh3ᕆᓯ8Ngu4

Who can I talk to? 
ᑭᓇᒧᑦ ᐅᖄᕈᓐᓇᐳᖓ?

Examples: ᐆ5ᑑᑏ5

 ➔ Go for a walk outside  / Whᕋᔮ3ᓗᑎ5 ᓯᓚ4ᑯ5

 ➔ Write in a journal  / ᖃᐅᑕᒫ5ᓯᐅᑎ8ᓅᕕ5 xᓪᓚᒍ8Ngᑎ5

 ➔ Make something / hNgᐃ8Nᓯxu4 ᓴN1axᓗᑎ5

 ➔ Pray / g5ᓯxᓗᑎ5

 ➔ Play sports  / W1axᓗᑎ5

 ➔ Listen to music  / ᓂW5ᓴᔭu gᓵ5gxᓗᑎ5

 ➔ Watch a movie / xᐅᓚᔫ3ᓗᑎ5

 ➔ Go to the gym / ᐃᖃᐃᓕᓴ3ᕕᓕx3ᓗᑎ5

 ➔ Have a nap / ᓯᓂᑫ8Nᓗᑎ5

 ➔ Think positive thoughts / Wᐅᔪᓂ ᐃhᒪᐅᒐ3ᓗᑎ5

Examples: ᐆ5ᑑᑏ5

 ➔ A friend / ᐃᓚ8ᓈ5

 ➔ My brother, sister or cousin / xᓂᒐᓄ5, Nᔭᒐᓄ5 
ᖃᑕ1aᑎᒐᓄᓘ8ᓃ5

 ➔ My mom or dad / xᓈNᒐᓄ5 xÌᑕᒐᓄᓪᓘᓃ5

 ➔ My grandma or grandpa / xᓈN5ᓯxᓄ5 
xÌᑕ5ᓯxᓄᓪᓘᓃ5

 ➔ A teacher / ᐃᓕᓭᔨᒐᓄ5
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Where can I go? 
ᓇᒧᖕᖓᕈᓐᓇᐳᖓ? Examples: ᐆ5ᑑᑏ5

 ➔ Visit a friend or relative / ᐃᓚ8ᓈᓅᕕ5 ᐃᓚ8ᓅᕕᓪᓘᓃ5 
ᐳ˜ᕆxᒍ8Ngᑎ5

 ➔ Visit an elder / ᐃᓄ7ᒪᕆ7ᒧ5 ᐳ˜ᕆxᒍ8Ngᑎ5

 ➔ Youth house / ᐅᕕ4ᑫ5 hᖃ5ᓯᕕzᓅ3ᓗᑎ5

 ➔ My favourite rock by the water / ᐅᔭᕋh5ᔪᒧᓪᓘᓃ5 
ᓯ5ᔭᒦ5gᒧ5

Minnie-Mita Ittukallak
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I AM UNWRITTEN BY NATASHA BEDINGFIELD
xᓪᓚᑕᐅ7ᒪᐃᑑᕗz  ᐃ1qᕈᓯᓕxᕕᓂz 
Nᑕᓴ  Wxᑎ1ᕕᐅᓪ5

I am unwritten, can’t read my mind, I’m undefined 
I’m just beginning, the pen’s in my hand, ending 
unplanned

***Staring at the blank page before you 
Open up the dirty window  
Let the sun illuminate the words that you could not 
find

***Reaching for something in the distance 
So close you can almost taste it 
Release your inhibitions     
Feel the rain on your skin                              
No one else can feel it for you                  
Only you can let it in 
No one else, no one else 
Can speak the words on your lips 
Drench yourself in words unspoken 
Live your life with arms wide open 
Today is where your book begins 
The rest is still unwritten

Oh, oh, oh

I break tradition 
Sometimes my tries are outside the lines 
We’ve been conditioned to not make mistakes 
But I can’t live that way

***Chorus

xᓪᓚᑕᐅ7ᒪᐃᑑᕗz 
ᐃhᒪᒐᓂ4 xgx3ᓯᖃᔭ1qᓚz 
gᑭᓯN3ᑎᑕᐅᓯᒪ1qᓚz 
xᓪᓚᐅᑎᓕᔭ3ᐳz 
ᓈᓂz gᑭÌᕋᑕ1qgᖅ

***ᑕᑯ8NᐃN3hᒍ  xᓪᓚᕕ5ᓴᖅ  
xᓪᓚᕕᐅ7ᒪᐃgᖅ   
ᓴᓗᒪᐃ5gᖅ ᐃᒐ ᖅ̃ ᐅ4ᑯᐃhᒍ  
ᓯᕿᓂᖅ ᖃᐅ7ᒪᐃᓕ Ì4ᑯᓂz ᐅᖃᐅᓯ3ᓂ5 
Nᕝ¿ᕈ8Nᑫ8Nq5ᑕᓃᕕ5

***ᑎᒍᕆxᓚᐅᕈ4 ᑌ8N ᐅzᓯ5gᒦ5gᖅ 
ᖃᓂ5ᑑᓴ3ᒪ5 x5gᒍ8Nᑑᔮ3ᑌ5 
ᓴ4ᑯᓚᐅ4ᑭ5 ᑲ1aᓲᑎᑎ5 
ᓯᓚᓗ4  ᐃᑉWᒋᓚᐅᕈ4  ᐅᕕᓂ4ᑰᕖ5gᖅ 
xᓯ8ᓅᕕ5  ᐃᑉWᒍhᕈ5ᔭᐅᖃᔭ1qNᕕ5 
ᐃᕝᕕ5  ᑭᓯxᓂ  ᐃᑎ3ᑎᒍ8Nᕋᕕᐅ4 
ᐃᕝᕕ5 ᑭᓯxᓂ, ᐃᕝᕕ5 ᑭᓯxᓂ 
ᐅᖃᕈ8Nᔪᑑᕋᕕ5 
x3ᖃᓚᐅᕆ5 ᐅᖃᐅᓯ3ᓄ5 ᐅᖃ3ᑕᐅᒣ5gᓄ5 
ᐃᓅᓚᐅᕆ5 ᑕø4ᑭ4 ᐃᓵz5ᓯxᑎᓪᓗᒋ4 
ᐅᓪᓗu Wᒋx3ᕕᓕᐅᑎᐅ7ᒪ5 xgxᕋᖁᑎ8ᓅᕕ5  
hᓕ xᓪᓚᑕᐅ7ᒣg3ᑕᖃᐃ8ᓈᒪ5

ᐅ, ᐅ, ᐅ

Wᐅᓯgᖃ3u4  ᓯᖁu5ᓯᕗz 
ᐃ 8̃ᓂ ᐆ5g ᑕ4ᑲ ᓯᓚÌᒎᓲ5 
ᑕ7ᒪhᐃ5ᑑᖁᔭᐅᓲᒍᒐ5ᑕ 
ᑌᒫᓪᓕ ᐃᓅᓯᖃ3ᖃᔭ1qᓚz

***ᐅᑎ3ᑕᕕ4



IF YOU OR SOMEONE YOU KNOW NEEDS HELP, 
YOU CAN CALL A CONFIDENTIAL HELP LINE:

ᐃᑲᔪ3ᑕᐅᒍᒪgxᕈᕕ5 ᖃᐅᔨᒪᒍᕕᓪᓘᓃ5 ᐃᑲᔪ3ᑕᐅᒍᒪᔪu4, 
ᓯᕙᓂᕈ8Nᐳᑎ5 ᖃᐅᔨᒪᔭᐅ8Nqgᒧ5 ᑭN4ᑯgᐃ8Nᓕᒫᓄ5:

Social services / ᐃᓄᓕᕆᔨ4ᑯ5 819-***-9090

Kids  Help Phone / ᑲ4ᑲ 5̃ ᐃᑲᔪ3ᑕᐅᕕz 1-800-668-6868 
www.kidshelpphone.ca

Kamatsiaqtut Help Line (Inuktitut) / ᑲᒪ5ᓯx3g5 1-800-265-3333

Hope for Wellness Help Line  
ᓂᕆᐅ8ᓂᖃ5ᓯxg5 ᖃᓄᐃ1qᓯx3ᓂᒧ5  1-855 242-3310

Residential Schools Healing (9am – 5pm) 
ᐃᓕᓴᕆᐊᕐᑎᑕᐅᕙᑦᑐᕕᓃᑦ ᐊᖕᖏᐊᖏᔭᕐᕕᖓ  1-877-686-2845

1-866-APPELLE (Français)   1-866-277-3553


